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Soil Target Analyte Summary Hit List (Hexavalent Chromium) 
  
  
Site Name Metropolitan Family Health Network Property, Site 186 Borings  
Sampling Date October 14, 2013 
Lab Name/ID Accutest, Dayton, NJ  
SDG No JB50090 and JB50090R  
Sample Matrix Soil 
Trip Blank ID NA 
Field Blank ID 186-FB20131014 

Field Sample ID Lab Sample ID Analyte Method Blank 
(mg/kg) 

Laboratory 
Sample Result 
(mg/kg) 

Validation 
Sample Result 
(mg/kg) 

RL 
(mg/kg) 

Quality 
Assurance 
Decision 

NJDEP 
Validation 
Footnote 

186-MFHT1-2.0-2.5 JB50090-6 CHROMIUM (HEXAVALENT) U 4.7 4.7 0.45 Qualify 18 

186-MFHT1-2.0-2.5X JB50090-5 CHROMIUM (HEXAVALENT) U 5.6 5.6 0.45 Qualify 18 

186-MFHT1-2-2.0-2.5 JB50090-4R CHROMIUM (HEXAVALENT) U 1.4 1.4 0.44 Qualify 8,18 

186-MFHT1-3-2.0-2.5 JB50090-3 CHROMIUM (HEXAVALENT) U 24.1 24.1 0.47 Qualify 18 

186-MFHT1-4-2.0-2.5 JB50090-2 CHROMIUM (HEXAVALENT) U 5.8 5.8 0.47 Qualify 18 
Note: A “U” under Method Blank column indicates a nondetect result. 

A “U” under the Laboratory Sample Result and Validation Sample Result columns indicates a nondetect result at the RL. 
 
NJDEP Laboratory Footnote 

1. The value reported is less than or equal to 3x the value in the preparation/reagent blank.  It is the policy of NJDEP-DPFSR to negate the reported 
value due to probable foreign contamination unrelated to the actual sample.  The end-user, however, is alerted that a reportable quantity of the 
analyte was detected. 

2. The value reported is greater than three (3) times but less than ten (10) times the value in the preparation/reagent blank and is considered "real".  
However, the reported value must be quantitatively qualified "J" due to the preparation/reagent blank contamination.  The "B" qualifier alerts the end-
user to the presence of this analyte in the preparation/reagent blank. 

3. The value reported is less than or equal to three (3) times the value in the trip/field blank.  It is the policy of NJDEP-DPFSR to negate the reported 
value as due to probable foreign contamination unrelated to the actual sample.  The end-user, however, is alerted that a reportable quantity of the 
analyte was detected. 
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4. The value reported is greater than three (3) times but less than ten (10) times the value in the trip/field blanks and is considered "real".  However, 
the reported value must be quantitatively qualified "J" due to trip/field blank contamination. 

5. The concentration reported by the laboratory is incorrectly calculated. 

6. The laboratory failed to report the presence of the analyte in the sample. 

7. The reported Hexavalent Chromium value was qualified because the Calibration Check Standard was not within the recovery range (90-110 
percent). 

8. In the Duplicate Sample Analysis, Hexavalent Chromium fell outside the control limits of + 20 percent for sample results > 4xRL or + RL for 
sample results < 4xRL.  Therefore, the result was qualified. 

9. This analyte was rejected because the laboratory performed the Duplicate Analysis on a field blank. 

10. The reported value was qualified because the PVS recovery was greater than 115 percent.   

11. The reported value was qualified because the PVS recovery was less than 85 percent. 

12. The non-detected value was qualified (UJ) because the PVS recovery was less than 85 percent.  The possibility of a false negative exists. 

13. The reported analyte was qualified because the associated Calibration Blank result was greater than the MDL. 

14. The laboratory made a transcription error.  No hits were found in the raw data. 

15. This analyte is qualified or rejected because the laboratory exceeded the holding time for digestion and/or analysis. 

16. The laboratory subtracted the preparation/reagent blank from the sample result.  The Reviewer's calculation puts the preparation/reagent blank 
back into the result. 

17. The photocopy is unreadable.  Therefore, the QA reviewer cannot read the laboratory's reported concentration result.  

18. The reported value was qualified because the predigestion spike recovery was less than 75 %, but greater than 50%. 

19. The reported value was qualified because the predigestion spike recovery was greater than 125 percent. 
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20. The non-detected value was qualified (UJ) because the redigestion spike recovery was less than 75 percent.  The possibility of a false negative 
exists. 

21. The reported result was qualified or rejected because the laboratory did not record the pH value(s) of the sample in a laboratory notebook. 

22. The reported value was qualified (J/UJ) because the sample moisture content exceeded 50 percent. 

23. The sample result was rejected because the soluble and insoluble matrix spike recoveries were less than 50%. 

24. The detected sample result was qualified (J) because the incorrect spike concentration was used.  

25. The reported sample results were rejected because the predigestion spike recovery was greater than 150 percent. 

26. The reported sample results were rejected because the redigestion spike recovery was greater than 150 percent. 

27. The reported value was qualified (J) because the redigestion spike recovery was less than 75 percent.   

28. The reported value was qualified (J/UJ) because the sample digestion temperature was less than 90C.  

29. In the Field Duplicate Sample Analysis, Hexavalent Chromium fell outside the control limits of = 20% for sample results > 4xRL or + RL for 
sample results < 4xRL.  Therefore, the result was qualified. 

30. The reported value was qualified as estimated (J/UJ) but the bias is uncertain due to both high and low MS recoveries.  

31. The reported result was greater than the MDL but less than the RL and qualified (J) as estimated by the laboratory. 

32. The reported value was qualified because the sample replicate precision criterion of < 20% for method 7199 was exceeded. 

33. The reported value was qualified (J/UJ) because the laboratory control sample (LCS) recovery was less than 80%. 

34. The reported value was qualified (J) because the laboratory control sample (LCS) recovery was greater than 120%.  

35. The reported result was qualified because the matrix spike analysis was not performed at the proper frequency. 
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36. The reported result was qualified because the laboratory duplicate analysis was not performed at the proper frequency. 

37. The result was qualified because the cooler temperature upon sample receipt exceeded 6C. 

38. The reported value was qualified because the redigestion spike recovery was greater than 125 percent. 

39. The reported result was rejected because the laboratory failed to perform the reanalysis due to insufficient sample volume. 

40. The reported results was qualified because the laboratory failed to analyze an ending CCB. 

41. The reported result was qualified because the laboratory failed to make the proper method specific pH adjustment. 

42. The reported result was rejected because the laboratory failed to reanalyze the MS and associated sample(s) due to failed MS recoveries. 
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